
North Ex Public School 
School Block, Jain Nagar, Delhi- 110081 

     Holiday Homework (Summer Break) 
     Class - V 

 
Dear Parents, 
 
Summer brings with it the ever smiling sun, fresh breeze, blossoming flowers and HOLIDAYS! 
 
Holidays are the time for the parents to become teachers and friends! Vacat ions help to rejuvenate your child and develop 
an everlasting bond between you and your child by devoting your precious time towards him/her. 
 
Allow us to facilitate you to help your child explore his/her environment. Make optimum use of this time to cultivate your 
child’s interest in co - curricular activities. Have fun with family and friends. 
 
HAPPY VACATIONS 
 

GENERAL INS TRUCTIONS 
 
1. Start the revision as per the syllabus which is scheduled from April onwards. 

2. Written Homework is to be done in the Weekly test notebooks and further as per the instruction & guidance 

 given by the subject teacher. 

3. The child will be assessed for the Handwriting, presentation, neatness, completion of all  the given 

question, indexing of the work. 

4. Charts, Presentations and Projects must be labeled properly indicating very clearly the Name, Class, Roll No  

and Subject. 

 

Parents can be the facilitators for the child at home but let the child complete his/her work independently & in his / her 

own handwriting. 

 
 
ENGLISH 
 

 1. Make a collage pictures of Dinosaurs & write the reasons of their extinction (A4/A3 size sheet) 

 2. Make a thanks giving poster of your family member on A4 size sheet & write down three things that 

 you find interesting and three things that you find boring ( A3 size sheet) 

 3. Prepare message or slogan on “ How to keep your surroundings ( school, college, homes etc) clean 

 and green. 

 4. Make a poster to show disadvantages of “Junk Food”, advantages and disadvantages of Mobiles and advantages 

and disadvantages of Internet. 

 5. Write about your adventures & experiences to any hill station in form of a travel journal. 

 6.  Revise thoroughly whatever the syllabus is done in the class. 

 



MATHS 

 

1. Write each of the following numbers in words using Indian place value and International place value system: 

 (a) 5014735   (b) 800419 

2. Round off (nearest tens, hundreds, thousands): 

 (a) 73291    (b) 8074163 

3. Write successor and predecessor for 

 (a) 3497199   (b) 60034214 

4. Arrange into columns and then add them: 

 (a) 54786, 180987, 200345 

 (b) 853754, 190027 

5. Find the difference between: 

 (a) 382019 and 157364 

 (b) 100000 and 53947 

6. Multiply : 

 (a) 11936 by 72 

 (b) 2736 by 527 

7. Divide and check the result: 

 (a) 359936 by 64 

 (b) 519678 by 203 

8. Convert the following into minutes: 

 (a) 18 hours   (b) 8 hours 

9. Add: 

 (a) 8 hours 32 mins and 9 hours 40 mins 

 (b) 50 mins 55 secs and 16 mins 10 secs 

10. Subtract: 

 (a) 15 hours 17 mins from 19 hours 25 mins 

 (b) 10 mins 25 secs  from  40 mins 20 secs 

11. Learn and write tables from 2 to 15. Write each table 5 times and do 10 assignments of dodging tables. 

12. Prepare a model as per your roll  no 

 

  

Roll No Topic 

1-10 INDIAN AND INTERNATIONAL PLACE VALUE CHART 
10-20 ROMAN NUMERALS 

21-30 INNIVATIVE MATHEMATICAL BOARD GAME INVOLVING MATHEMATICAL CONCEPT 

31 onwards CLOCK USING WASTE MATERIAL ( WORKING ) 

 

EVS:- 

 

1. Answer the following questions : 

 (a) What are the various reasons for forced migrations? 

 (b) What are the disadvantages of watching television, playing computer games, video games etc? 

 (c) Why should we not sleep with our head covered? 

 (d) How can we breathe fresh air? 

 (e) Why we should always speak politely to people who help us? 

2. Paste photographs of your family members. Next to each photograph, write their birthdays, their likes 



and dislikes and something special about them. 

3. Collect pictures of four sportswomen and paste them. Write few lines about their life. 

4. Make a list of any five people who contribute in making our life easy and comfortable. Paste their pictures 

 and write how do they help us. 

5. Prepare a model as per your roll  no 

 

  

Roll No Topic 

1-10 RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
10-20 IMPACT OF NATURAL CALAMITY ON PEOPLE 

21-30 CONTRIBUTION OF DOMESTIC HELPERS TO OUR SURROUNDING  

31 onwards BRAILLE SCRIPT 

 

COMPUTER 

 

Q1 Learn Ch- 1 and 2 
Q2  Read Ch- 3 and 4 
Q3  Prepare a project (3 to 4 pages) on topic “ Evolution of Computer” 
Q4  Write about the functions, features and advantages of operating system on a colorful A4” sheet 
Q5  Make a model of Abacus. 
 

GK 

 

1. Identify animal and their habitat: 

 (a) Ostrich   (b) Squid  (c) Bison  (d) Yak 

 (e) Crocodile 

2. Fil l in the blanks: 

 (a) A kangaroo uses it to keep babies called joeys ___________. 

 (b) A rattlesnake uses it to protect itself and inject venom into it’s prey ______________. 

 (c) Ram uses them to fight to settle argument by ramming their heads into others __________.  

 (d) Platypus uses it to swim in water ___________.  

 (e) Fish use them to breathe in water __________.  

3. Make a flash card of amazing animals according to your roll  numbers : 

ROLL NO TOPIC ROLL NO TOPIC 

1-5 Seal 6-10 Squid 

11-15 Sloth 16-20 Tapir 

21-30 Shark 31-35 Dolphin 

 

4. Describe about the following animals: 

 (a) Snowy Owl (b) Leopard (c) Zebra (d) Polar Bear (e) Leaf Katydid 

5. Paste spices pictures in home. 

6. Make a wall hanging on the topic according to roll number: 

Roll No Topic 

1-10 Food Chain of Marine Animals 

10-20 Food Chain of animals 

21-30 Food Chain of Marine Animals 

31-40 Food Chain of animals 

 



7. Write down the meaning of the given idioms: 

 (a) A piece of cake  (b) Slipped out of my mind  (c) Be in hot water 

 (d) It’s  in the bag  (e) Get Cold feet   (f) Draw a blank 

 (g) Cat got your tongue? (h) Have second thoughts?  (i) Be in the same boat 

 (j) I ‘m all ears 

8. Differentiate between homophones, homograph and homonym. 

9. Central Cabinet ministers: 

 (a) Prime Minister 

 (b) HRD Minister/Education Minister 

 (c) Minister of Urban development 

 (d) Minister of Rural development 

 (e) Minister of Child and Women development 

 (f) Minister of Rail 

 (g) Minister of Water Sanitation  

 

ART AND CRAFT ( V-A) 

 

SMART ART:-    Complete Page no. 26,31,32,37 & 40. 
 
 
CRAFT:- (a)  Computer mouse pad 
   Steps:- 
   1.  Use foam sheet for making mouse pad. 
   2. You can search on google Images. 
       (b)  10 paper Roses 
   Use only bright thick pastel sheet.  
 
ART FILE;-Draw and color a Village scene. Draw and color a beautiful Red Fort scene. Draw and  

color a beautiful Janmashtami scene. 
 

ART AND CRAFT ( V-B) 

 

SMART ART:-    Complete Page no. 26,31,32,37 & 40. 
 
 
CRAFT:- (a)  Jute Bag decoration or Painting 
   Steps:- 
   1.  Take a small and plain jute bag. 
   2. You can decorate with laces, stones, old cloth, glitter, mirrors like rajasthani style. 

3. You can draw any drawing like cartoons, flowers, landscape, etc. Then decorate 
and color.  

 
ART FILE;-Draw and color a Village scene. Draw and color a beautiful Red Fort scene. Draw and  

color a beautiful Janmashtami scene. 
 

 

 

 


